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Assignment #4: Expressions and Statements

Note: Your solution must be submitted in files named as follows and with the specified “pri-
mary” functions.

Your file must use the provided exceptions.sml file (which already uses ast.sml). Submit all files used in
your solution (including these two files).

File Name Primary Function

evaluator.sml evaluate

Educational Goals

• Semantic Analysis – evaluation, dynamic type checking

• Control Flow

• State Maintenance

Overview
For this assignment you will implement an evaluator for a subset of the nexus language by implementing the

semantic analysis phase including both evaluation and dynamic type checking.
Note: You should begin by reviewing the provided ast.sml and exceptions.sml files.

Evaluation
Write a function, named evaluate, that takes a program value to evaluate and that returns the unit value

(written ()).
You will define multiple functions to simplify this task. The evaluation rules are summarized in the Semantic

Rules section below.
While evaluating the “program”, your interpreter must check that there are no type violations. If a type viola-

tion is found, your evaluator must raise the appropriate exception (discussed below; and defined in exceptions.sml).

State
You will need to represent the “state” of a program by tracking the values bound to each identifier. This

“state” can be represented as a hashtable that is passed to each evaluation function. You can find an example
of using a hashtable in ML on the course website.

I do recommend that you pass the “state” to each function (as appropriate) instead of trying to use a global
variable. This will better position your code for later assignments.

Semantic Rules
For the most part, type checking and evaluation will work as you would expect from programming in Java

(even though there is no real relation between Java and nexus). Some of the details are not listed here since
they are discussed in lecture. If you are unsure of any required behavior, then please ask.

Evaluation – Values

• Expressions in nexus can evaluate to one of four values: numbers, boolean, string, or none (similar to that
in Python).

• You should build a datatype to represent these possible values.

Evaluation – Variables (Identifiers)

• Declared variables are initialized to the none value.

• Variables cannot be redeclared. A VariableRedeclarationException must be raised if a variable is
redeclared.

• Use of (i.e., evaluation of) an undeclared variable (identifier) results in an UndeclaredVariableException

being raised. Otherwise, evaluation of an identifier will result in the value currently bound to it.
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• Assignment to a variable will bind a value to the variable in the “state”. If the variable does not exist (i.e.,
it has not been declared), then an UndeclaredVariableAssignmentException is raised.

Evaluation – Expressions

• All numbers are to be represented as integer values. All arithmetic operations will work with and evaluate
to integer values.

• Evaluation of a string literal expression must result in a string value.

• The conditional expression will only evaluate one of either the “then” or the “else” expression, not both.
This is determined by the result of evaluating the “guard” expression.

• Boolean (|| and &&) operators are short-circuiting (i.e., the second operand is not evaluated if the truth
value can be determined from the first operand).

• An assignment expression binds a new value to the identifier (as discussed above) and evaluates to the
value that was assigned.

• If the left-hand side of an assignment is not an identifier, then an AssignmentTargetException must be
raised.

Evaluation – Statements

• A print statement will evaluate the contained expression and then output the resulting value to standard
output without any additional whitespace. Strings are printed without quotes and with escape sequences
processed (by the ML output functions). Numbers are printed as one would expect, booleans print as true
and false, and the none value prints as none.

• An if statement, after evaluating the guard expression, will only evaluate either the “then” statement or
the “else” statement, not both.

• A while statement will evaluate the guard and, if true, evaluate the sub-statement. This will continue, as
normal, until the guard expression evaluates to false.

• A block statement evaluates, in order, each of the constituent statements.

Dynamic Type Checking – Expressions

• There are four types of values: none, boolean, number, and string.

• Equality operators allow operands of any type. If the types do not match, then the values are not equal.
If the types do match, then equality is based on comparison of the values. In all cases a boolean value is
returned.

• Arithmetic operators (except for addition) require number operands and evaluate to a number value. If an
operand is of the wrong type, then an ArithmeticException must be raised with the offending operator
and the operand types (as strings).

• The addition operator allows two number operands (resulting in a number) or two string operands (resulting
in a string). If an operand is of the wrong type, then an AddException must be raised with the operand
types (as strings).

• Relational operators require number operands and evaluate to a boolean value. If an operand is of the
wrong type, then a RelationalException must be raised with the offending operator and the operand
types (as strings).
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• Boolean (|| and &&) operators require boolean operands and evaluate to a boolean value. If the first
operand does not evaluate to a boolean value, then the second operand will not be evaluated and, as such,
its type will be unknown. If the first operand is of the wrong type, then a BooleanFirstException must
be raised with the offending operator and the operand type (as a string). If the second operand is of the
wrong type, then a BooleanSecondException must be raised with the offending operator and the operand
type (as a string).

• The ! operator requires a boolean operand and evaluates to a boolean value. If the operand is of the
wrong type, then a UnaryNotException must be raised with the offending operand type (as a string).

• The - operator requires a number operand and evaluates to a number value. If the operand is of the wrong
type, then a UnaryMinusException must be raised with the offending operand type (as a string).

• The expression guarding a conditional expression must be of boolean type. If the guard is of the wrong
type, then a ConditionalException must be raised with the guard type (as a string).

Dynamic Type Checking – Statements

• A variable (identifier) has type determined by its value. It is an error to use an undeclared variable (as
previously discussed).

• A print statement will accept expressions that result in any valid type, but the expression must be checked
for validity.

• The expression guarding an if statement must be of boolean type. If the guard is of the wrong type, then
an IfGuardException must be raised with the guard type (as a string).

• The expression guarding a while statement must be of boolean type. If the guard is of the wrong type,
then a WhileGuardException must be raised with the guard type (as a string).

Notes

• Your program will be exercised by some shell scripts, which will be provided.

• Your solution must not use ref or while.

• Grading will be divided as follows.

Feature Percentage

Evaluation 80
Dynamic Type-Checking 20

• Get started now to avoid the last minute rush.


